
 

CHALET WILDHORN, FOUR VALLEYS, SWITZERLAND 

A stunning chalet with breathtaking panoramic views . This is a 6 bed 6 bath chalet built to a 

very high specification out of natural materials and stone to combine a rustic feel with a very 

high modern specification . The double height living room provides a real ‘wow ‘ factor and the 

layout caters for families and large groups with a double living room and huge kitchen / dining 
room and a further second separate living room. 

 

   

Haute Nendaz is at the centre of the Four Valleys ski area , one of only seven ski areas worldwide to hold 
5 stars of excellence with 412km of pistes and the chalet offers ski- in access. The area benefits from 300 

days sunshine per year and there are a multitude of activities throughout the year( see www.nendaz.ch). 
Sion is 20 minutes and Geneva only 80 minutes away. 

Haute Nendaz has been well known to Swiss and Dutch and German skiers for years but only in the last 3-
4 years has it become discovered by English skiers who previously headed to Verbier unaware that 
Nendaz sits more centrally in the Four Valleys. As a resort , it offers considerably better value with a 
number of very good restaurants and bars and Chalet Wildhorn itself is half the price of a comparable 
chalet in Verbier. 

   

  

http://www.nendaz.ch/


 

                

  

  

 
 

The chalet has stunning views from 
every room including the Jacuzzi  
 
 
The entry road picture below left 
shows how high the chalet is located 

and snow is not an issue in season 
allowing the chalet to be skiied into. 

 



 
Dramatic in the day time but cosy at night, the living area is dominated by a huge fireplace constructed 
out of stone helicoptered down from the  mountain – perfect for settling down after a hard days skiing or 
hiking in front of a log fire with a glass of wine and taking in the view. 

 

    

 

The double height ceilings throughout the chalet other than the bedroom areas reinforce the sense of 

light and spaciousness in the chalet. The raised dining area also enjoys the views . It consists of a solid 
oak dining table for 12 and a bespoke kitchen hand built out of reclaimed old wood which looks down onto 
the living area and through the double height windows to the valley below. 

Catering services ranging from delivered evening meals to full chef service can be organised separately 
from an agency in Nendaz. 

 

   

 



 
On the slopes with 412 km of pistes , 92 lifts and extensive off piste there is something for everyone . The 
4 Valleys traditionally benefit from good snow due to their height and Nendaz further benefits from 
reliable snow because it is north facing .The first cable up from Nendaz rises to Tracouet at 2200m which 

houses a superb childrens area where the first 3 photos below are taken. There is a large restaurant at 

Tracouet and  adult skiing is available helpfully directly from here across the whole resort which has a 
huge range of slopes and restaurants for everyone. Heading to the highest point of the ski area, one  
climbs to Mont Fort at 3300m ( 4th picture) from which it is possible to ski off into the back bowl for 
conditions as challenging off piste as the most hardened skier could wish for.  

       

   

 

Nendaz sits in the lower middle of the map with Mont Fort at the top middle and Verbier to the right 



 
After a hard days skiing or hiking / mountain biking , there is a hot tub on the deck from which to admire 
the views (champagne anyone?) and wind down. It is possible to book a massage or beauty therapy 
consultant to visit the chalet for that extra treat.  

 

    

 

 

Catering can be tailored by Chalet Nendaz Services to include a day catering service if tea and cake are 
required après ski ; alternatively you may just want to relax and watch Sky TV / DVD ; listen to the 
surround system or use the wifi internet  

 

 

   

 

 

 



 
 

Retiring to the bedroom , each has been furnished by Design Forum to a high standard with the old wood 
and stone of the chalet complemented by antiques or bespoke wood wardrobes , quality fabrics ( 
including walls in some cases) and with modern bathroom fittings , power showers etc . 

 

       

Floor plans are appended below . The 2 masters on the lower ground floor have doubles which can be split 
out as twins , separate antique wardrobes, and bathrooms with heated floors and towel rails , bath , 
power shower , double sink . 

 

                            

  

 

Also on the lower ground floor is the technical room which includes a washing machine and dryer in case 
of need. 

 



 
 

 

The half way floor between the master bedrooms and the living room houses 2 double bedrooms and a 
twin connected by a long corridor.  

Even the smallest bedroom is comfortably appointed , has spacious wardrobes hand built in old wood 
spotlights and concealed lighting and fabric covered walls leading into the bathroom with power shower ( 
below left ) . The second double on this floor has a power shower also whilst the twin at the eastern end 
of the chalet has a large double bathroom (below right). 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

   

 



 

 

One then comes up the stairs into the double sitting room area and then up another half flight into the 
kitchen area. Turning left past the dining room , one walks into the entry lobby area by the front door 
which boasts separate bespoke cupboards made out of reclaimed old wood for storing boots and ski 
clothes ; shelving for goggles & packs ; and a cabinet for helmets etc. Skis are kept outside in a covered 
area by the front door next to the logs for the fire. 

 

  

 

Walking past the guests WC , one arrives at a separate wing of the house which contains a separate 

sitting room with its own TV and DVD together with bathroom and mezzanine bedroom.  Conceived as a 
separate area for noisy children to enjoy their space and give adults some quiet time in the evening ; for 

non children parties it offers the equivalent of a hotel suite accommodation to the adults lucky enough to 
be allocated the room. (Baby sitting services can be booked and there is a crèche in Nendaz and excellent 
ski schools). 

There is a double and a single wood bed with a divide crafted out of wood in traditional Alpine style on a 
half floor which has full 2.5 metre standing room and has plenty of space above the sitting room. 
Underneath the bedroom area is a bathroom with bath and double sink and the usual underfloor heating , 
heated radiator etc. The sofa is actually a double sofa bed if needed , so the chalet has capacity for 15 to 
sleep although we do not recommend this as 12 is more comfortable for dining and bathroom facilities 
etc. 

 

   



 

            

We have spent 3 years building the chalet that we always wanted to rent but could never quite find. Every 
bedroom is very comfortable, and not just the best one or two. There is underfloor heating throughout 
and heated towel rails, power showers and lots of hot water. The bespoke kitchen crated out of old wood 
has every Miele appliance ; there are 2 freezers ,fridge, plate warmers and microwave and oven. One can 
cater in ; order in dinner or all meals ; or organise a baby sitter and eat out.  There is plenty of storage for 
everyone’ s gear  when they  come back from skiing. There is a Jacuzzi with amazing views. There is sky 

TV and panoramic sound and wireless internet. There is a second sitting room with TV and DVD for noisy 
children at the other end of the chalet with cute traditional Alpine beds to excite them but equally 
comfortable for adults. There is a huge oak dining table for long dinners. There are double height ceilings 
and a spacious feel throughout with stunning views from every room. The chalet is built from reclaimed 
old wood and stone rather than pine ; and there is quality dimmable low voltage lighting throughout to 
create the right atmosphere. Most important there are deep sofas to sink into and a huge roaring log fire 
made out of local stone helicoptered down from the mountain. 

We have had great times there in winter and summer and hope that you will too. 

Prices range from £1800 per week off season to £6800 high season with an additional charge of £400 for 
check out / cleaning. For further details , please contact Hennie Cooper (hmc@henandcoops.plus.com or 
+447799 625707) or Julian Carr ( jules@juliancarr.co.uk ) . 
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      CHALET FLOOR PLANS 

Lower ground floor master bedrooms and technical rooms 

 Raised ground floor bedrooms and double height sitting room above 

 



 
 
Upper ground double height kitchen & dining room ; entry lobby and double height family room  
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Family suite galleried first floor bedroom 

 



 
 

 

  


